
 

 

Country General  Land Aviation Maritime 

Norway  Border closure and 

quarantine 

- Borders are closed for 

foreign nationals who 

lack a residence permit 

in Norway. Those 

arriving to Norway are 

subject to a 10-day 

quarantine.  

- Border closure and 

quarantine do not apply 

to people arriving from 

Nordic countries that 

meet the Institute of 

Public Health’s criteria. 

- Further information  

 No major challenges at the 

border crossings. 

Recommendations from 

EC’s Green Lane 

Communication are being 

implemented.  

 Norwegians are advised to 

avoid unnecessary travel.  

No travels abroad are 

advised until August 20, 

except for travel to Nordic 

countries that meet the 

Institute of Public Health’s 

criteria.   

 Border controls at the inner 

Schengen borders have been 

extended until August 14.  

 

 The Norwegian Railway 

Authority (NSA NO) has, 

due to the COVID-19-

situation, decided to give 

a deferral of renewal of 

health certificates for up 

to 6 months, until 20 

September 2020. This 

means that all health 

certificates that expires in 

the period up until 20 

September 2020 will be 

renewed with new date of 

expiry 20 September 

2020. This deferral will 

only be applicable to 

personnel performing 

tasks in Norway and not 

applicable to any 

personnel in border 

crossing traffic. 

 Airports remain open. International 

flights are gradually restarting.  

 In-flights measures to prevent 

spread of Covid-19 may apply, e.g. 

use of face masks on board the 

flight.  

 Norway has made one exemption 

under Article 14 (1) and five 

exemptions under Article 14 (4) 

of Regulation (EC) No. 216/2008 

due to the covid-19 pandemic.  

 Article 14 (1):  

1. Notification scheme and 

24 separate decisions to 

implement SD 2020-01 

Operational measures to 

prevent the spread of 

Coronavirus `SARS-CoV-

2` infection.  

 Article 14 (4): 

2. Notification scheme and 

decision « Decisions on 

exemptions from 

provisions on the validity 

of permits, certificates and 

certificates in the field of 

aviation » 

3. Notification scheme and 

decision Revalidation of 

medical certificates based 

on verbal communication 

with the AME - 

Exemption from 

MED.A.040 and 

ATCO.MED.A.040. 

4. Notification scheme and 

decision Operators - 

Exemption under article 

14(4) of Basic regulation 

 Ports remain open. Ships 

transporting goods are 

allowed to arrive at 

Norwegian ports.  

 Restrictive general 

measures (border and 

quarantine) impose 

restrictions on passenger 

traffic and freedom of 

movement for personnel 

on cargo vessels – see 

General. 

 Vessels that use 

SafeSeaNet Norway must 

confirm that there is no 

detection or suspected 

infection on board and that 

they do not come from an 

area of widespread 

infection. If the ship 

cannot confirm this, 

notification shall be given 

to Vardø VTS (NOR 

VTS). 

 The Ministry of Transport 

has adopted a temporary 

Regulation prolonging 

Pilot Exemption 

Certificates. 

 Norwegian Maritime 

Authority (NMA) has 

restricted the inspections 

being carried out, 

including port state 

controls and inspections 

under EU/EEA aquis. Port 

state control in Norway 

will only be carried out 

when deemed necessary 

https://www.helsedirektoratet.no/nyheter/the-norwegian-directorate-of-health-has-issued-a-decision-to-close-schools-and-other-educational-institutions
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/legislation/2020-03-23-communication-green-lanes_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/legislation/2020-03-23-communication-green-lanes_en.pdf


 

 

 

(EC) No 216/2008 

(disinfecting liquid and 

blood samples).  

5. Notification scheme and 

decision ATO - 

Exemption under article 

14(4) of Basic Regulation 

(EC) No 216/2008 

 

for safety reasons. 

 NMA has decided that 

certificates and vessel 

instructions expiring in 

2020 will be granted a 3-

month extension without 

further approval from the 

NMA.  

 NMA has also decided to 

grant a general extension 

of the validity of personal 

certificates.  

 NMA has issued a general 

acceptance of crew 

members to continue 

service on board 

Norwegian vessel until a 

suitable arrangement can 

be made. 

 Latest news on COVID-19 

from NMA. 

 Updates on COVID-19 

from Norwegian Coastal 

Administration. 

 

Iceland  No official restrictions on 

transport, except for 

Iceland’s obligations under 

Schengen.    

  Icelandair has strongly reduced its 

service; it compensates a bit by 

transporting more cargo 

 Denmark-Iceland ferry 

stopped running 

Liechtenstein  Borders with Schengen 

states are open.  

 The granting of Schengen 

and national visas is 

suspended, except for 

emergency situations and 

healthcare specialists.  

   

https://www.sdir.no/en/news/corona/
https://www.sdir.no/en/news/corona/
https://www.kystverket.no/en/News/the-coronavirus-and-seagoing-traffic/
https://www.kystverket.no/en/News/the-coronavirus-and-seagoing-traffic/
https://www.kystverket.no/en/News/the-coronavirus-and-seagoing-traffic/

